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A. k. Luedecke, Ceneral Manager MAY 3 1 1960 

Curtis A. Nelson, Director Curt .IseA1V 
Division of Inspection 

NVESTIGATION OF RADIATION INCIDENT• AT THE 
WESTINGHOUSE TESTING REACTOR, LICENSE TR-Z 
WALTZ MILL, PENNSYLVANIA 

Forwarded herewith are the summary and report of the 
subject incident.  

I concur in the Committee recommendations and suggest 
the summary be reproduced for the information of the 
Commission.  

I will advise further 'when the studies mentioneA in the 
summary are finished.  

Enclosures: 
1. Summary 
Z. Rpt- WTR
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,t',\.a' ,.MAY 2 7 1960 
Curtis A,. Nelsson, Director' 
Div",ion of Ins pectia' Signed 

Marvin M. Mann, Chairman " -y 
Investigating. Commrittee 

INVESTIGATION OF RADIATION INCIDENT AT THE WESTINGHOISE 

TESTING REACTOR, LICENSE TR-20 WALTZ MILL, PENNSYLVANIA 

Symbol: INS: MMM 

Transmitted herewith is the report of investigation of the subject 
incident. • 

This incident resulted in-partial destruction of o* reactor fuel 

element through overheating and subsequent melting. The techni

* cal origin of the incident is not yet known, but it is likely that 

either: orboth of two factors p:layed a major role-: 41) inadequate 
coolant flow under conditions. existing at the time, (2),defective 

metallurgical bonding in the fuel element.  

No personnel overexposures occurred and no offsite contamination 

was found.  

However, this incident, but for a fortunate circumstancet could 

have been rather more serious. The element which failed was 

new, and having been irradiated for only two days at high power, 

its fission product content was relatively low.  

The W TR organization functioned effectively in coping with the 

aftereffects of the incident. Evacuation of the facility, necessitated 

by the gamma radiation emanating from the process water head 

tank, was effected expeditiously, and radiation surveys of the 

surrounding territory were instituted promptly.  

Persons in the small settlements a few miles away were alerted 

an the chance that detectable airborne radiation might obtain 

temporarily in these areas. It appears that the public relations 

factor worked out favorably.  

Removal of the reactor core, including the damaged fuel, and 

"decontamination of the reactor has proceeded without incident.  
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.n addit*ion to the tchai ftors mentioned iM ve in .onnection 

with the incident, Oert'a features of the WTA organization appear 
to have plUyed important roles.  

kt is: a m1atter of r~cord that the WTRI Safe~airds COMMIttee had 
revievod the series of ex•eriments being condutzted to study the.  

onset of boiling in the WTR, and as a equence, to set certain 

technial standards for nornnd peration. It Was during one of these 

experiments that the ieident occurred.  

The WT.R Sae AS Committee ha" written technical specifications 
and operational limits for the, tests, but no detaaied written operating 

procedures had been provided.  

For the test run on the date of the incident a. specifcation had been 

prepared by the Chairman of the Safeguards Committee. The full 

committee &d4 not review this test, although flow, temperature, 

and power limits differed from those specified for previous tests.  

.Furthermore, possible abnormal situations had not been fully 

considered, and no written operating procedures for handling 

thereof had been provided.  

While a number of individuals in the WTR organization are knowledge

able and experienced in reactor technology and operation, the reactor 

supervisor on duty during the incident had had only three months' 

experience. The committee interviewed this man, and found that 

his understanding of reactor operation was severely limited. This, 

coupled with the lack of detailed operating procedure for the test, 

constituted a substandard situation, leaving the operation, in our 

opinion, effectively unsupervised, While WTR management was 

present during the test, no special measures were taken to ofset 

the deficiency in supervision.  

The results of this situation were that the rapid and spontaneous 

decrease in power* was not recognized as abnormal, and the 

supervisor apparently instructed the operator to recover specified 

power, a move inconsistent with safety of operation.  

While Westinghouse personnel are studying the possible causes of 

the incident, the company has not formally convened a group to 

(continued) 

* It is our ' entativ opi on that the power deer se signall the 

beginning of the incident, anaWMiatt eU it oowlingin-creasiinowe# 

SUAM -the by t se directed ivithdrawal o. control rod, merely ag ravated 
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investigate all aspects of the, incident,, nor does it appear that the 

roles of mnanagemrent# organization and procedure. have been 
objectively considered by the company.  

Since the committee's visit to the WTR facility, experts in heat 

transfer phenomena at ORNL and at Westinghouse have made cal

culationes on the basis of reactor conditions presumed to have 

existed at the time of the incident. Metallurgical studies of the 

damaged element are under way.  

The committee believes that the heat transfer studies do not ex

clude the possibility that the phenomenon of "flow disease" caused 

the incident. It appears that until metallurgical studies of the 

damaged element are completed, it will not be possible to assess the 

probable cause of the incident.  

The Division of Inspection continues to follow the studies mentioned 

and will report results as they become available.  

Finally, this incident has raised an interesting question in regard 

to the philosophy of the design of the WTR. This reactor has been 

provided with a containment building, ostensibly for the purpose of 

retaining therein such radioactivity as might be released from the 

reactor as the result of incidents such as, but not restricted to, the 

subject incident. As a matter of fact, the provision of a venting 

system for the process water head tank and for the process -water 

surge tank, in the view of the committee, substantially negates the 

purpose and efficacy of the containment building. While the committee 

recognizes that this feature of the design was duly. approved via the 

licensing process, it is believed that such features deserve further 

conside ration.  

It is recommended that the licensee be required to report to the 

Commission: 

1. A detailed account of the incident.  

Z. Results of technical and managerial studies of the 

incident and its implications.  

3. Steps taken or planned in regard to equipment, 

organization, and procedure to prevent recurrence 

of the ncident.  
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